Why Give to the Graduate School - Newark?
This is a great way to support the community of graduate students here in Rutgers University - Newark. By donating to the Graduate School you’re supporting scholarships, domestic and international research opportunities, Graduate School-Newark’s - South African partnerships, Newark Community Engagement fellowships and the following:

Scholarships
Research and Travel Awards
Equity and Opportunity Fellowships
The Equity and Opportunity Studies Fellowship at the Rutgers Law School Center on Law, Inequality & Metropolitan Equity (CliME) is a one-year fellowship open to law students and graduate students who seek to publish an interdisciplinary research paper on issues related to equity and opportunity in the region of Northern New Jersey
Newark Community Engagement Fellowships
The Graduate School - Newark offers Community Engagement fellowships to encourage graduate school students to pursue high quality, unpaid/underpaid internships or fellowship placements that foster student career exploration and enhance their academic program, while reducing the financial challenges associated with unpaid internships in areas such as: non-profit, governmental, educational, and non-governmental organizations.
Newark Public School Teachers Initiative
The Graduate School - Newark’s Newark Public School Teachers pilot program is a one-time course discount with 50% off the current credit hour rate for in-state master’s students enrolled in Graduate School Newark courses.
USAID Research & Innovation Fellowships Program – South Africa
The USAID fellowship offers the opportunity for graduate students to conduct research and collaborate with NGOs and public officials for an 8-10week fellowship in South Africa during summer months – travel and living stipend included.
Homeland Security Graduate Fellowship Program
The Homeland Security Graduate Fellowship Program is a collaborative effort between the Institute for Emergency Preparedness and Homeland Security (a federally-designated Intelligence Community Center for Academic Excellence), the Graduate School - Newark, and Rutgers Law School. The fellowship is designed to provide up to fifteen Rutgers-Newark graduate students with an introduction to the field of Homeland Security and Intelligence.

Your Gift Makes an Impact
When you give to GSN, your contribution can change lives in important ways:
- Student contributions in science and the environment
- Graduates who become leaders in their professions
- Innovative policies and programs that support communities locally and globally

Our Funding Priorities:
- Student and faculty development as leaders, researchers and professionals
- Bolster diversity and increase enrollment of women in STEM
- Establish educational partnerships in Newark, Africa, Latin America, and more
- Create pathways for Newark’s youth to achieve a college education
- Support interdisciplinary research
- Grants for specific graduate and post graduate projects

DONATE HERE